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A new website has been reated ontaining information on lassial Cepheids in theMilky Way galaxy whih are known to have physial ompanion(s). Its URL is:http://www.konkoly.hu/CEP/intro.html .This site omplements the two other important databases on Cepheids (not only on bi-naries) that are available on the Internet:{ the Database of Galati Classial Cepheids maintained by the David Dunlap Observa-tory (Fernie et al. 1995):http://ddo.astro.utoronto.a/epheids.html ;{ and the MMaster Cepheid Photometry and Radial Veloity Data Arhive:http://dogwood.physis.mmaster.a/Cepheid/HomePage.html .

Figure 1. Frequeny of ourrene of known binaries among the lassial Cepheids in our Galaxy andits inrease during the last deade (triangles: 1992; squares: 2002).
The site is intended to give easily aessible bakground information for those who areinvolved in performing or analysing photometri or spetrosopi observations of lassial
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Figure 2. Histogram showing the distribution of Galati Cepheids as a funtion of the averageapparent brightness.
(i.e. Pop. I) Cepheids. When ompiling this list, the published literature was ritiallyreviewed, and whenever new piees of information are available, the site is revised, updatedand extended.When involving binary Cepheids in any study that makes use of the regular behaviourof these variables, e.g. works related to the period-luminosity relationship, one has to payspeial attention to the e�et of ompanions. As far as photometri data are onerned,the e�et of the ompanion is essential in deriving the apparent brightness and the intrin-si olour indies of the Cepheid. If the e�et of a blue main-sequene ompanion is nottaken into aount (i.e. the observed brightness is attributed solely to the Cepheid), theapparent magnitude and olour indies an be falsi�ed by several hundredth of a mag-nitude. The false (bluer) olour introdues an error in the derivation of the interstellarextintion, mimiking a smaller amount of absorption. Together with the brighter appar-ent magnitude (also due to the ompanion) the Cepheid seems to be more luminous thanit is in reality. In brief, negligene of the ompanion(s) leads to an erroneous zero-pointof the period-luminosity relationship (see e.g. Szabados, 1997).It would be an easy but unreasonable solution to exlude Cepheids belonging to binarysystems from the alibration of the period-luminosity relation beause majority of lassialCepheids have one or more ompanions (Szabados, 2003). Figure 1 demonstrates thestrong inrease in the perentage of reently revealed binaries among Galati Cepheids,as well as the still existing seletion e�et: the brighter Cepheids are amply studied fromthe point of view of dupliity but towards fainter Cepheids, these variables have notbeen properly investigated in order to point out their ompanion(s). The distribution ofGalati Cepheids as a funtion of the average apparent brightness is shown in Figure 2.It is seen that half of the known Cepheids in our Milky Way galaxy are fainter than 11thmagnitude. It is worth mentioning that there are only 20 known binaries in the subsample(about 400 stars) ontaining the fainter half of the known Cepheid population.The new database onsists of three parts, eah of them an be aessed from the In-
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trodution, and the tables are interonneted by properly plaed links. The main tableontains the GCVS identi�ation of the Cepheid linked to the SIMBAD Database (CDS,Strasbourg, Frane), the pulsation period, the mean brightness in the V band of the John-son UBV system, the spetral type of the ompanion, the dupliity status of the Cepheid,remark on the importane or peuliarity of the given Cepheid, and a omprehensive butnot exhaustive list of referenes linked to the bibliographial part of the site. A separatetable ontains the orbital elements for binary Cepheids, while the third part is the bibli-ography. Most of the referenes listed there are diretly linked to the CDS bibliographiservie or ADS.Aknowledgements. The new database was ompiled in the frame of the OTKA projetsT029013 and T034584. Comments and additional information on new or already knownbinary Cepheids are welome (to the address szabados�konkoly.hu), in order to updatethe ontent of the tables.
Referenes:Fernie, J. D., Beattie, B., Evans, N. R., and Seager, S., 1995, IBVS No. 4148Szabados, L., 1997, in Pro. Conf. HIPPARCOS Venie'97, ed. B. Battrik, ESA SP-402,p. 657Szabados, L., 2003, in GAIA Spetrosopy, Siene and Tehnology, ed. U. Munari, ASPConf. Ser., 298, 237


